Theoretical models of the signal detected by a CCD camera during hyperspectral imaging with an integrating sphere are derived using Markov chains with absorbing states. The models provide analytical expressions that describe the real reflectance of the sample as a function of the detected signal at each pixel of the image. Validation of the models was done by using reflectance standards and tissue phantoms. The models provide accurate analytical solutions for samples and spheres that are near-Lambertian reflectors.
Introduction
Integrating spheres are used in a range of applications, the most common of which are reflectance and transmittance measurements and calibration of optical systems. We are particularly interested in using the sphere for reflectance measurements and hyperspectral imaging. To do so, the sample is normally placed at the sample port, usually on the opposite side of the sphere from the detector. After illuminating the sample with either collimated or diffuse light, a part of the incident light is reflected at the surface of the sample, and it then passes through quite complex paths inside the sphere. In particular, a part of the reflectance is detected, a part is absorbed by the sphere and holes, while a part returns to the sample and reenters it. This process is then repeated until all the light is absorbed. To correctly interpret the measurements made with the integrating sphere, a model has to be developed that correlates the measured signal with the quantity of interest, which in our case is the reflectance of the sample.
There has been a great deal of work done on modeling the irradiance of the sphere and modeling the signal collected by a detector as a function of the parameters of the sphere and sample used in the measurements. Goebel, 1 Pickering et al., 2, 3 and Dam et al. 4 all modeled the geometry of the sphere analytically, by using a probabilistic approach for the purpose of extracting reflectance and transmittance of the sample from the integrating sphere measurements. Hanssen, 5 Crowther, 6 and Prokhorov et al., 7 on the other hand, modeled the geometry of the integrating sphere using the Monte Carlo method, in which a large number of individual rays of light are traced on their way inside of the sphere until they are absorbed or collected by the detector. This method is particularly useful if complicated spheres with multiple baffles, and non-Lambertian internal surface coatings are used.
Although a great deal of work has been done on calculating the detected signal as a function of the reflectance of the sample, it is a common assumption that all the reflected signal is eventually either collected by the detector or absorbed by the sphere and sample. The collected signal is then used to extract the average reflectance across the whole sample. In some applications, however, a CCD camera can be used as a detector to determine the changes in the reflectance across the surface of the sample. Although imaging by using an integrating sphere rather than direct illumination of the sample in a standard bidirectional geometry is unusual, it has its own advantages. The main advantage is given by the fact that the sphere provides a source of diffuse and uniform illumination across the whole imaged area of the sample. If a sample is unevenly illuminated, interpretation of absolute image values is not possible without first removing this effect, which can be quite challenging. We have also found in practice that, for certain kinds of sample (such as skin tissue), a much stronger signal is collected if diffuse illumination is used, compared to direct illumination. In addition, diffuse light minimizes surface texture effects such as shadows.
When a CCD is used as a detector, it is important to model the signal detected in each of the CCD cells as a function of the reflectances of only the portion of the sample imaged by that cell. Moreover, the reflectance of the sample is not recorded directly if after leaving the sample it gets further reflected at the sphere wall before entering the detector. Therefore, modeling the sphere geometry in an imaging system is rather complicated. To our knowledge, there has been no work published that addresses this particular application.
The main aim of this paper is to present a theoretical model of the signal detected by a CCD camera to derive reflectance spectra corresponding to various parts of the surface of the sample. We use Markov chains with absorbing states for this purpose. As we will see in this paper, Markov chains provide quite a simple, yet effective, analytical solution to this problem.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first briefly introduce Markov chains, necessary for understanding the models presented in the later sections. In Section 2 we derive a Markov model for the simplest case in which all the light reflected from the sample is collected by the detector. Section 3 addresses the more complicated problem, in which the sample is imaged through the integrating sphere using a CCD camera. In Section 4, we extend the model from Section 3 to model the light reflected from nonuniform samples, in which it is important to distinguish the reflectance of various parts of the sample. Experimental results on a reflectance standard, uniform and nonuniform tissue phantoms will be presented in Section 5. We finish the paper by discussing some limitations of the models and drawing final conclusions in Section 6.
A. Background: Markov Chains
A Markov chain is a system composed of a number of states. For all possible pairs of states, there exists a fixed probability of the system passing from one state to the other. That probability is dependent only on the current state and does not depend on any of the previous states. An absorbing state in the Markov model is a state for which the probability of exiting is zero. In other words, if the system is in one of its absorbing states, it will stay there forever.
Finite Markov systems, i.e., systems composed of a finite number of states, are characterized by a transition matrix that defines the probabilities of the system passing from one state to the others. Let us assume that the total number of states is n, and that the number of absorbing states is m. The transition matrix has form P nϫn ϭ ͑p ij ͒, and p ij is the probability of going from state i to state j. The probabilities in each row of the transition matrix add up to 1. To analyze the absorbing system, we enumerate all the states of our system in such a way that the absorbing states are first, followed by the nonabsorbing states. In that case, the transition matrix has the following format:
where I is an m ϫ m matrix defining transitions from absorbing to absorbing states, and is thus an identity matrix; 0 is a matrix defining transitions from absorbing to nonabsorbing states, and is thus a zero matrix; R is an ͑n Ϫ m͒ ϫ m matrix that gives the probabilities of transitions from nonabsorbing to absorbing states; and T is a square matrix of size ͑n Ϫ m͒ ϫ ͑n Ϫ m͒ that gives the probabilities of transition from nonabsorbing to nonabsorbing states.
A fundamental matrix of the Markov model with absorbing states is
where I is an identity matrix having the same dimensions as matrix T. The assumption that samples and internal sphere walls behave as Lambertian reflectors is crucial for the calculations presented in the rest of this paper is. In other words, any light falling on them will be reflected in any direction with equal probability. This means that the probability that a photon hits a part of the sphere is proportional to the area of that part. Although often made, this assumption is obviously not strictly true in the case of the sphere walls. However, it is a reasonable assumption, given that the spheres are designed to provide reflectance as close as possible to the Lambertian. As argued by Prokhorov et al., 7 this assumption is particularly accurate in the visible range of light, while in the infrared spectral range deviations from the Lambertian distribution are somewhat larger. Whether the sample of interest acts as a Lambertian reflector will obviously depend on the nature and properties of the sample itself. We are particularly interested in measuring the reflectance of tissue samples, such as those from the skin and colon. The assumption that tissue is a Lambertian reflector is not uncommon in the published literature. 9 -12 Kienle et al. 10 showed that the deviations from the Lambertian distribution of the remitted light decrease as a photon experiences more scattering interactions inside of the tissue. The deviations are generally quite small, although they increase for large angles of reflection.
Total Diffuse Reflectance
Let us consider the simplest case, where all the light that reaches the detector gets collected. An example of this setup is an integrating sphere combined with a spectrophotometer used for measuring the reflectance of the sample. In that case, at any point in time each photon within the integrating sphere can be found in one of six states, which we enumerate as follows:
(i) collected by the detector (AD), (ii) absorbed by the sample (AS), (iii) absorbed by any other hole (AH), (iv) absorbed by the sphere walls (AW), (v) reflected at the sample (RS), and (vi) reflected at the sphere walls (RW).
As their names suggest, the first four states are absorbing states. So if a photon enters any of these states, it cannot leave it. Let us denote d as the area of the detector, s as the area of the sample, h as the area of any other holes, r as the reflectance of the sample, and w as the reflectance of the sphere walls. We assume throughout the paper that the total area of the sphere walls (including all the holes) is 1, so the areas of the detector and the ports are all scaled appropriately. In that case, ␣ ϭ 1 Ϫ s Ϫ d Ϫ h is the area of the sphere walls excluding all the holes. We assume also that there is no reflection from the detector. This is not restrictive as we will discuss in more detail. To start with, we will assume that the sample is curved to follow the shape of the sphere. We will consider the adjustment necessary for a flat sample momentarily. Under this simplifying assumption, the transition matrix of the Markov system is
From the above transition table and Eq. (1), matrices R and T are
The matrix QR, where Q is defined as in Eq. (2), is therefore
where ␤ ϭ 1͑͞1 Ϫ rs Ϫ w␣͒. Assuming that the initial state is that a photon is reflected by the sphere wall, the amount of light collected by the detector in the long term is entry ͑QR͒ 2,1 . The analytical expression for calculating the amount of the measured light as a function of the real reflectance of the sample is therefore
Taking into account the first reflection off the sphere wall, the measured spectrum is m ϭ Mw. This equation is equivalent to the expression of power collected by the detector, given the incident power of light, derived by Pickering et al., 2 assuming that the reflectivity of the detector is negligible. Solving Eq. (6) for the reflectance r, we get
If, on the other hand, we were interested in the setup where the light falls first on the sample, i.e., in the case of collimated reflectance measurements, the amount of the detected signal would be m ϭ MЈr where MЈ is entry (QR) 1,1 , and r is reflectance of the sample.
The above calculations were made assuming that the sample is curved to follow the geometry of the sphere. However, in practice the samples are approximately flat and, therefore, it is not possible for the light leaving the sample to reenter it immediately before interacting, at least once, with the sphere walls. In this case, the light distribution inside of the sphere is obviously just an approximation to the Lambertian. However, Pickering et al. 2 showed that these considerations are negligible if the fraction area of the sample is less than 4%. In general, this condition is not very restrictive given that many of the sphere properties degrade as the ratio of the holes to the total sphere walls increases, so the sizes of the ports are normally kept minimal. From this point onward in the paper, therefore, we ignore the direct transitions of light from sample to sample. To accommodate this, the probabilities of transitions between the states of our model can be very easily adapted, resulting in the following matrices R and T:
Assuming that the initial state is the sixth state, i.e., a photon being reflected by the sphere, the amount of light collected by the detector in the long term is once again given by the entry (QR) 2,1 . After performing matrix operations, and taking into account the first reflection of the light off the sphere walls, we get the analytical expression for calculating the amount of the measured light:
By solving this equation, we get the expression for calculating the reflectance of the sample r as a function of measured signal m:
As already mentioned, our model assumes that all the light falling on the detector gets collected. This is obviously not true if a detector with a limited field of view is used. For example, fiber optics accept only the light that falls on them at an angle smaller than the acceptance angle, defined by the numerical aperture. The model could be easily changed to take this into account. To do so, the first state (collected by the detector) should be replaced with the following two states: (a) that collected by the detector, and (b) that absorbed by the detector. The first one would still refer to the light that is recorded by the detector, with the difference that this time light falling on the detector is collected only if in its field of view. Otherwise, it would be absorbed by the detector.
The current model also assumes that no light is reflected at the detector. If this is not true, the model could be further extended by adding another state that would represent the light reflected by the detector. We have assumed, however, that the proportion of light reflected at the detector is negligible, which is reasonable given that it is much smaller than the reflectance of the sample and the sphere walls.
If the sphere has a baffle that stops the light reflected from the sample from being collected by the detector, to avoid collecting specular reflectance, a straightforward adjustment of the model could be made by setting the probability of transition from state 5 (reflected from the sample) to state 1 (collected by the detector) to zero, and then appropriately adjusting the probabilities of transition from state 5 to the remaining states so that they add up to 1.
Total Diffuse Reflectance of a Uniform Sample by Using a CCD Camera
Let us now consider a more complicated setup, where the sample is being imaged through an integrating sphere. In particular, instead of a detector that collects all the light that falls on it, we now have a CCD camera. If the image is in focus, each cell of the CCD collects light from one and only one area on the sample. So this setup can be modeled by the following eight states:
absorbed in CCD pixel corresponding to the point of interest, (ii) absorbed by the rest of the camera, (iii) absorbed by the sample (including the point of interest), (iv) absorbed by the sphere holes, (v) absorbed by the sphere walls, (vi) reflected at the point of interest on sample, (vii) reflected at the rest of the sample, and (viii) reflected at the sphere walls excluding all the ports.
Under the assumption that no light can be reflected at the detector, the first five states are all absorbing states. In Eqs. (12) and (13) the nomenclature is the same as in the Section 2 with the addition of Eqs. (12)- (15): p is the size of our point of interest on the sample; c is the size of the camera aperture; s is the area of the sample (including the point); and h is the area of any other holes. Given that the detector is now a camera, the area of the sphere walls excluding all the holes becomes: ␣ ϭ 1 Ϫ s Ϫ c Ϫ h. Assuming that the states are enumerated as above, matrices R and T can then be defined as follows:
The amount of the signal (starting from the sphere wall) reflected from the point of interest at the surface of the sample, and collected by the camera, is given by the entry (QR) 3, 1 . From this we get the following expression for the measured light m (collected by the CCD pixel) as a function of the real reflectance of the sample r:
Solving Eq. (14) for reflectance r gives
By using Eq. (15) the reflectance of the sample can be calculated given the signal collected by a CCD camera and the parameters specifying the imaging setup.
Hyperspectral Imaging of a Nonuniform Phantom with a CCD
In the model presented in Section 3 the sample was characterized by a single (mean) reflectance curve. This is appropriate if the sample is uniform. Otherwise, we have to introduce a concept of local reflectance, i.e., the true reflectance of the point of interest. The reflectance of the remaining sample is still represented by a single reflectance curve, which defines the mean probability of the light being reflected. Therefore the previous Markov model has to be extended by replacing the third state (absorbed by the sample) with two new states: (a) that absorbed by the point of interest and (b) that absorbed by the rest of the sample. The states that describe the reflection of light from the point of interest and from the rest of the sample will now have different associated reflectances. We enumerate the states of the new model as follows: If we denote the local reflectance by r k , and average reflectance by r , the matrices R and T then become
The amount of the signal (starting from the sphere wall) reflected from the point of interest at the surface of the sample and collected by the camera is given by the entry (QR) 3,1 . Therefore the light collected in the kth cell of the CCD, which we denote m k , expressed as a function of the mean reflectance of the sample r , and local reflectance r k , is
From Eq. (18) the local reflectance r k can be expressed as follows:
If we denote A k ϭ m k ͓͞ pw͑c ϩ m k ␣͔͒, Eq. (19) can be rewritten as
Using Eq. (20) for r k we can calculate the local reflectance starting from the measurement m k and the mean reflectance across all the sample. But we do not yet know the mean reflectance of the sample. What we do know, however, is that
where N corresponds to the number of cells on the CCD. Combining Eqs. (20) and (21) we have
In summary, to calculate the local reflectance of the sample corresponding to a particular pixel on the image we first calculate the mean reflectance by using Eq. (22), which we then use in Eq. (19) to calculate the local reflectance of the point of interest.
Experimental Results
To validate the models presented in this paper, we have performed a set of experiments on Spectralon reflectance standards, and uniform and nonuniform tissue phantoms. 13, 14 A 50% reflectance standard was used for calibration, and a 75% standard was used for testing (see Subsections 5.B and 5.C). The reflectance spectra extracted from the hyperspectral images by using our models were compared to the reflectance
spectra measured with a Perkin-Elmer spectrophotometer. The spectrophotometer was calibrated by means of a reflectance standard of BaSO 4 , which diffusely reflects 98% of incident light. The wavelength calibration was obtained by a deuterium lamp of known peak emission ͑640 nm͒. The measured reflectance spectra were estimated to be accurate to within 1%.
If the sphere models are correct, good agreements should be obtained between the measured and modeled spectra. The goodness of fit was quantified by R 2 values. 15 In general, the closer the value of R 2 to 1, the better the fit between the measured and modeled data. In addition, we calculated the relative percentage error, which is defined as e r ϭ 100
where r meas and r mod are measured and modeled values, respectively. In this section we describe our experimental setup and present the results.
A. Image Acquisition Setup
The system used for acquiring the images consisted of a Retiga EXi (QImaging, Canada) 12 bit monochrome camera, VariSpec (CRI) liquid crystal tunable filters, and an Integrating Sphere (ProLite, UK) with a Satellite Sphere Illuminator (model SSI-030, Pro-lite, UK). Each of these instruments was individually calibrated by Cambridge Research & Instrumentation, Incorporated (CRI) and the data supplied with the instrument.
The VariSpec filters allow the selection of Gaussianshaped filters of half-width 5-7 nm in the range from 400 to 700 nm by specifying the middle wavelength of the filter. The filters were mounted in front of the camera lens and positioned at the camera aperture of the integrating sphere, while the sample was placed at the opposite aperture of the sphere (see Fig. 1 ). After interacting with the underlying sample, the light passing through the VariSpec box was filtered, and only the portion with the desired wavelength bands was passed and collected by the camera. To reproduce the main spectral characteristics of the exiting light, multiple images of the same sample were acquired at many different wavelengths.
In all the experiments, measurements were taken at 19 wavelengths in the range 450-700 nm: {480, 506, 514, 522, 540, 548, 560, 564, 568, 574, 580, 586, 594, 610, 620, 630, 640, 676, 700}. No wavelengths below 450 nm were considered because in that region the quantum efficiency of the camera, the transmission of light by the VariSpec filters, and the illumination were quite low, which resulted in a low signal-tonoise ratio. However, our method would work with any range of wavelengths, provided suitably sensitive imaging equipment is used, as long as the reflectances of the sphere and sample remain approximately Lambertian in that spectral region.
The integrating sphere used in the experiments was 30 cm in diameter. It had three ports: an illumination port, a sample port, and a detector port. The sample and illumination ports were 2.5 cm in diameter. The detector port, on the other hand, had a diameter of 4 cm. The sphere was internally coated with highly reflective Spectraflect, which is a form of barium sulphate. The nominal reflectance was 97%-98% in the 400-700 nm visible band. The sphere had an internal baffle to stop the light from the illumination port entering the detector before being reflected at the sphere walls.
The VariSpec filters had a limited field of view with a half-angle of acceptance of 7.5°. The above Markov models do not explicitly take into account the limited field of view. However, we have calculated that as long as the sample port is not larger than r ϭ 2.95 cm in radius, all the light from the sample that hits the camera directly will have an angle smaller than the acceptance angle. As already mentioned, in all our experiments the size of the sample port was 2.5 cm, and therefore all the light that was reflected from the sample and passed directly to the camera was in the field of view of the VariSpec filters.
The values of the model parameters corresponding to our particular imaging setup were the following: the reflectance of the sphere wall w ϭ 97%, the relative area of the point of interest p ϭ 1.7941 ϫ 10 Ϫ7 , the relative sample area s ϭ 0.0017, the relative area of the collector c ϭ 0.0011, and the relative area of the "black" holes (including light source) h ϭ 0.0051.
B. Normalization of the Spectra
The model developed in Subsection 5.A predicts the fraction of the photons being collected, while the CCD camera records a signal that is linear in the number of the photons. Therefore a scale factor that converts between these two units has to be calculated. To do this, we calibrated our equipment with a 50% reflectance standard, with a diameter of 3 cm. This was placed at the sample port so that no light could escape, and images were taken with the CCD. These image values, which we denote i 50 , are divided with the predicted measured signal, denoted m 50 , which was calculated using Eq. (14) starting from the known reflectance of the standard provided by the supplier (LabSphere):
This scale factor was then used to predict the measured image spectra by using the following expression: i ϭ mc 50 , where m is the measured signal predicted by the Markov model. If on the other hand, we were interested in calculating the real reflectance of the sample from the measured image spectra i, then the correction m ϭ i͞c 50 has to be applied before using m in Eqs. (11) , (15) , or (19).
C. Results with Reflectance Standard and Tissue Phantoms
To validate the model presented in Section 3 we have performed experiments with a reflectance standard and uniform tissue phantoms. First, we have extracted the image spectra of the reflectance standard by dividing the measured signal by the gain and exposure time used in image acquisition. The image spectra were then compared with the spectra predicted by the model by using Eq. (14), and starting from the real reflectance of the standard. If the model is correct, the two spectra, which we will refer to as measured and modeled image spectra, respectively, should agree well.
A 75% Spectralon reflectance standard was used in the experiments. As with the 50% reflectance standard, the diameter was 3 cm, and it was placed at the sample port so that no light could escape from the sphere. The graph in Fig. 2 shows modeled and measured image spectra of the 75% reflectance standard as a function of wavelength. It is important to note here that although the reflectance of the standard has almost constant values in the visible region of light, this is not true for its image values because they depend also on the spectral characteristics of the light source, the quantum efficiency of the CCD, and the transmission of the VariSpec filters, which are all wavelength-dependent quantities. As we can see in Fig. 2 , a very good match was obtained between the measured and predicted image spectra with R 2 ϭ 0.999. Analogously to the experiments on the reflectance standard, we have performed validations by using two uniform skinlike tissue phantoms. The phantoms were rectangular in shape, with dimensions of approximately 4 cm ϫ 3 cm. During the measurements, they were placed so as to completely cover the sample hole. The image values of the phantoms were used to predict their reflectance spectra by using Eq. (15), and the results were then compared to the reflectance spectra obtained from the measurements by using a Perkin-Elmer spectrophotometer. In the rest of the paper, these two types of spectra will be referred to as modeled and measured reflectance spectra, respectively. The results of the validation for both uniform phantoms can be seen in Fig. 3 . R 2 values for the two phantoms were 0.995 and 0.993, indicating a good fit between the measured and modeled data.
The validation of the model presented in Section 4 was done on two nonuniform skinlike phantoms. Once again, the size of the phantoms was approximately 4 cm ϫ 3 cm. The first phantom had three black lesions representing areas of increased melanin concentration. The diameter of each lesion was 0.5 cm. In the middle of the second phantom there was a red lesion with a diameter of 0.7 cm, which represented an area of large blood concentration. For each of the phantoms, two types of reflectance measurements were done: the reflectance of the phantom surrounding the lesions and the mean reflectance of an area on the phantom that comprised both the lesions and the surrounding tissue. The measured reflectances were compared to the reflectance obtained by using the sphere model for nonuniform samples from Eq. (20). In particular, the reflectance was extracted from the measurements with our system by using approximately the same areas of the sample as in the measurements done with a spectrophotometer. The results are shown in the graphs in Figs. 4 and 5. As we can see, very good agreement between the measured and modeled reflectance spectra of both phantoms was obtained. The R 2 values corresponding to all four comparisons were between 0.979 and 0.994 (see Figs. 4 and 5) . Once again, they indicate that the modeled spectra describe well the measured spectra, suggesting accuracy of the model developed.
D. Further Results with Markov Model
By using the Markov model it is possible to calculate not only the reflected and measured light but also some other interesting quantities. All the quantities reported below were calculated by using the values of the model parameters specified in Section 5.A. First, we were interested in calculating the expected number of times a photon will revisit the sample after its initial reflection at the surface of the sample. In general, starting from state i, the number of times a photon is expected to visit the state j is given as the ijth entry of the matrix Q, defined in Eq. (2). In our experiments, only a small percentage (up to 5%) of the photons leaving the sample reenter it. For a larger sample hole, more photons will be expected to reenter the sample at least once. This is quite intuitive given that the larger the sample hole the probability of the photon falling on the sample is larger.
The total number of reflections a photon is expected to undergo before being absorbed is equal to the total number of visits of the photon to all the nonabsorbing states. This is calculated by summing up all the entries in the row of the matrix Q corresponding to the initial state. Assuming that the initial state is the ninth state, i.e., the photon being reflected off the sphere wall, the total number of steps before an absorption event occurs ranges between 26 and 28 in our case.
By using the Markov model, the amount of light that gets absorbed in the various absorbing states of the system can be calculated as a function of the reflectance spectra. This is done by taking the appropriate entries of the matrix QR as explained in Section 1. For all values of the reflectance of the sample r, most of the light, approximately 79%-83%, gets absorbed by the sphere walls. This might seem a bit counterintuitive given that the reflectivity of the sphere walls is very large ͑97%-98%͒. However, given that the area of the sphere walls is much larger than the area of the holes, most of the light will be absorbed by the sphere. The sample, on the other hand, absorbs up to 5% of the light, while the signal recorded by a single pixel of the CCD is of the order 10 Ϫ9 .
Discussion
In our experiments the analytical models of the integrating sphere were able to recover reflectance spec- tra from CCD images with good accuracy. R 2 values were above 0.98. The relative error was typically Ͻ5% except occasionally in the blue where the errors could reach up to 8%. The loss of accuracy in this region was due to the limitations in the imaging equipment used. Further experiments will be performed to investigate this behavior.
However, the models have some limitations. One of our main assumptions is that the sample and internal sphere walls are Lambertian reflectors. Even if in practice no surface behaves as a perfect Lambertian, deviations from the Lambertian distribution are commonly assumed to be negligible for integrating spheres and tissue samples, which are our particular interest. However, if those deviations cannot be ignored, for example, in the infrared spectral region, 7 alternative ways of modeling the trajectory of light in the sphere should be used, such as Monte Carlo methods. [5] [6] [7] All holes were assumed to be perfect absorbers, i.e., no light that falls on them gets reflected. This assumption is not restrictive, and the models could be very easily adjusted to take into account the reflection of the light off the holes and detector. This could be done by substituting each absorbing state corresponding to a hole with a pair of states, one of which would correspond to the absorbed proportion of light, and the other to the reflected light.
Throughout most of the paper we have assumed that the sample is flat and that it does not curve to follow the geometry of the sphere (see the discussion in Section 2). As a consequence, light reflected from the sample cannot immediately reenter the sample before interacting with the sphere walls, and hence the distribution of the light inside the sphere is not strictly Lambertian. However, as shown by Pickering et al. 2 the flatness of the sample has negligible effect if the area of the sample is less than 4% of the total area of the sphere. Therefore as long as this condition is satisfied, the models can be used to calculate the real reflectance of the sample. In our experiments the sample area was 0.17% of the area of the sphere, so the assumption of even distribution of the light inside the sphere was plausible.
The models presented do not take into account the presence of a baffle. However, Pickering et al. 3 have suggested that modeling the baffle accounts for only a small correction. Another possible source of experimental error during the measurements done on tissue phantoms is due to the fact that light incident on a phantom does not get reflected only at the point of incidence, but it also travels through the phantom reemerging at its surface at some distance from the point of incidence. As a result, larger experimental errors are expected at the edges of the samples and at points of sudden change in the local reflectance.
Finally, a note about specular reflectance has to be made. In our specific imaging setup (Fig. 1) , for the camera to be able to record a signal remitted from the sample, it is necessary for the sample to be in the camera's field of view. This means that a portion of the specular reflectance from the sample will be recorded by the detector, which in general results in additional measurement errors. However, for this to happen, the light incident on the sample has to be within the acceptance angle of the detector itself. The amount of the incident light that satisfies this condition can be approximated as a ratio of the solid angles that corresponds to the acceptance angle of the detector and a hemisphere, respectively. In our case, only approximately 0.8% of the specular reflectance of the sample was collected by the detector. We consider the error generated by this to be acceptable.
In summary, Markov chains with absorbing states provide a very effective and elegant way of modeling various integrating sphere setups, as demonstrated in this paper. As a result, analytical models were developed that enabled us to calculate the real reflectance of a sample and some interesting properties of the sphere in a simple way. Moreover, they enabled us to extract the reflectance from images acquired by using a CCD in an integrating sphere setup. This, to our knowledge, has not been previously reported in the literature. We are currently using our models for extracting the real reflectance from hyperspectral images of ex vivo colon tissue, acquired with this setup. The results will be presented at a later date.
